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Abstract
Let ß be an arbitrary regular triangulation of a simply connected compact
polygonal domaiI).n c R2 and let S~(ß.) denote the space of bivariate polyno-
mial splines of degree q and smoothness 1 with respect to ß. We develop an
algorithm for constructing point sets admissible for Lagrange interpolation by
S~(ß) if q ~ 4. In the case q = 4 it may be necessary to slightly modify ß.,
but only if exceptional constellations of triangles occur. Hermite interpolation
schemes are obtained as limits of the Lagrange interpolation sets.
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1 Introduction
Let n c ]R2be a simply conneeted compaet domain with polygonal Jordan boundary,
and let ß denote a regular triangulation of n, i.e., ß is a set of (closed) triangles
whose union coincides with n such that the interseetion of any two triangles in ß
is either empty set, or a common vertex, or a common edge. The space of bivariate
splines of degree q and smoothness r with respeet to ß is defined by
S;(ß) := {s E er (n) : sIT E IIq for all T E ß} , 0 ~ r < q ,
where
IIq := span {xiyj : i;::: 0, j ;:::0, i + j ~ q}
is the space of bivariate polynomials of total degree q.
In the literature, point sets that admit unique Lagrange and Hermite interpolation
by spaces S;(ßC) were construeted for crosscut partitions ßC, in particular for ßl
and ß2-triangulations [1, 4, 14, 19, 20, 21, 25, 26]. Results on the approximation
order of these interpolation methods were given in [4, 9, 14, 18, 19, 22, 25, 26].
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Much less has been known about interpolation by S~(.6.), 1" 2: 1, if .6. is an ar.-
bitrary triangulation .. (Recall thateven the dimension of the space S~(.6.) is known
only if 1" = 1, q 2: 4 or 1" 2: 2, q 2: 31" + 2.) An explicit Hermite interpolation scheme
for S:(.6.), q 2: 5, can be obtained by using the nodal basis of this space constructed
in [15]. However, this sheds no light on the problem of constructing Lagrange inter-
polation sets. Recently it was shown [23, 24] that a natural multivariate analogue
of weIl known Schoenberg-Whitney theorem holds true for almost interpolation sets,
i.e., point sets that can be transformed into a Lagrange interpolation set by an
arbitrary small perturbation.Several Schoenberg-Whitney type characterizations of
almost interpolation can be found in [7, 11, 12, 13,23,24]. A particularly simple char-
acterization theorem is available [13] for spline spaces that admit a locally linearly
independent basis. Since the spaces S~(.6.), q 2: 5, are of this type (see [8]), general
algorithms oftransforming almost interpolation sets into interpolation sets [7, 11,23]
can be applied to construct Lagrange interpolation sets for these spaces. For q = 4 it
was shown in [2] that a spline in Sl(.6.) exists which coincides with a given function at
the vertices of .6.. Under certain restrictions on the triangulation, analogous results
were obtained in [5, 6, 16] for function and gradient values at the vertices. (Note that
the dimension of Sl(.6.) is about six times the number of vertices of .6..)
Thus, no explicit Lagrange interpolation schemes for S~(.6.) and arbitrary trian-
gulations .6. were given in the literature. In this paper we describe an algorithm for
constructing such interpolation schemes for q 2: 4. In the case q = 4 it may be
necessary to slightly modify .6., but only if exceptionallocal consteIlations of trian-
gles occur. In these cases we simply split one of the triangles or perturb one of the
vertices. Gur algorithm for constructing interpolation points is inductive. Starting
with one triangle, in each step we add one vertex to the subtriangulation considered
before, and simultaneously choose interpolation points on the newly added triangles.
Therefore, the interpolating spline can also be computed step by step, by solving
small systems of linear equations. By shifting interpolation points to the vertices,
we also obtain Hermite interpolation schemes. It is important to note that for .6.1
and .6.2 triangulations our method leads to the interpolation schemes with (nearly)
optimal approximation order developed in [18] and [22], respectively. In addition, our
recent numerical results confirm that our interpolation methods yield nearly optimal
approximation order for S~(.6.),q 2: 4, and general classes oftriangulations (see [la]).
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains some auxiliary concepts and
results. In Section 3 and Section 4 we describe our interpolation schemes for Sl (.6.)
and S~(.6.), q 2: 5, respectively. Finally, in Section 5 we give the proofs of the main
results.
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2 Preliminaries
To simplify notation, we set
(2.1) dq := dim IIq = (q + 1); q + 2), q = 0, 1, . .. .
Given a regular triängulation L\, we denote by N the number of triangles, by V[
and VB the number of interior and boundary vertices respectively, and by E[ and EB
the number of interior and boundary edges respectively. It is well known that
(2.2)
VB,
3V[ + VB - 3,
2V[ + VB - 2.
It was shown by Morgan & Scott [15] (for q ~ 5) and by Alfeld, Piper & Schu-
maker [2] (for q = 4) that
(2.3)
where (J' is the number of singular vertices of L\, i.e., those interior vertiees for which
the adjacent edges of each attached edge are collinear, so that exaetly four triangles
share a singular vertex and their union is a quadrilateral with the diagonals drawn
in (see Fig. 2.1).
A finite set of points {Zl"'" zn} C n, where n = dimS~(ß), is said to be a
Lagrange interpolation set for S~(ß) if it is admissible for Lagrange interpolation
from S~(L\), i.e., for any eontinuous real function f on n there exists a unique spline
s E S~ (ß) satisfying the following Lagrange interpolation conditions
(2.4) s (Zi) = f (Zi) , i = 1, ... , n .
If we eonsider not only function values of f but also partial derivatives, then we speak
of Hermite interpolation conditions.
Any finite set A C n is said to be total with respect to a subspace S C S~(ß) if
the only spline sES vanishing at all points Z E A, is the zero function. It follows
easily from basic linear algebra, that A is a Lagrange interpolation set for S~(ß) if
and only if it is total W.r.t. S~(ß) and the number of points in A is equal to the
dimension of S~(ß).
Our construction of interpolation sets depends on the following local properties
of the triangulation.
Definition 2.1 [2]Suppose e', e, eil are three eonsecutive edges attaehed to a vertex
v. The edge e is said to be degenerate (at v) whenever the edges e' and eil are eollinear.
Otherwise e is nondegenerdte (at v). (See Fig. 2.2.)
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Definition 2.2 The union ofall triangles sharing one common vertex v is called the
star of v, denoted by ST (v ).
For any subtriangulation_ ß' C ß we set
Definition 2.3 Let ß' C ß. We say that a vertex v Eint f2nbd f26,1 is semisingular
0/ type I with respect to ß' if ST( v) \ f26,1 includes precisely two triangles Tl, T2 E
ß \ ß' with a common edge e which is degenerate at v (see Fig. 2.3, a)). A vertex
v Eint f2nbd f26,1 is said to be semisingular 0/ type II with respect to ß' if ST( v) \ f26,1
includes precisely three consecutive triangles Tl, T2, T3 E ß \ ß' such that both the
common edge el of Tl, T2 and the common edge e2 of T2, T3 are degenerate at v
(see Fig. 2.3, b)). We say that a vertex v is semisingular with respect to ß' if it is
semisingular of either type.
Fig. 2.1. A singular vertex.
a) b)
Fig. 2.2. Edge eis a) degenerate or b) nondegenerate at v.
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b)
Fig. 2.3. Vertex v is semisingular w.r.t. !:l'.
Our analysis will involve second partial derivatives of sIT' where s E S~(!:l) and
TE!:l, at the vertices of the tri angle T. While s is generally not twice differentiable
at a vertex v, the following weaker condition always holds. Let T', T" E !:l have a
common edge e attached to a vertex v and let r be the unit vector in the direction
of e away from v. If". is another unit vector in the plane, which may, in particular,
coincide with r, then
82(s1TJ 82(s1TJ
(2.5) 8r8". (v) = 8r8". (v).
Equation (2.5) immediately follows from the fact that
8( slT,) 8( slT,,)
8". (z) = 8". (z), for any z E e.
Following [15]we define "edge derivatives" of a function.
Definition 2.4 Suppose that f E Ci(f2) and fiT E C2(T), for any TE!:l. Let v
be a vertex in !:l, let ei, e2 be two consecutive edges attached to v, and let T be the
tri angle with vertex v and edges ei, e2. By the first, respectively, second ei-derivative
of f at v we mean
(2.6) 8f 8f-8 (v):= -8 (v) and
ei ri
i= 1,2,
where ri is the unit vector in the ei direction away from v. Furthermore, by the cross
(ei , e2) -derivative of f at v we mean
(2.7)
In our construction of interpolation sets, some special subtriangulations play an
essential role.
Definition 2.5 We say tliat !:l' c !:l is a tame subtriangulation if the following
conditions (Td-(T3) hold:
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(T d ~l~~1:= UTEß1 T is simply connected.
(T2) For any two triangles'T', T" E 1:1', there exists a sequence {Tl, ... , Tt-t} C 1:1'
such that Ti and. Ti+l.have a common edge, i = 1, ... , p -1, where Tl = T',
T - T" ..t-t- .
(T3) If two vertices VI, V2 E.f!ßI are connected by an edge e of the triangulation 1:1,
then e C Dß/. •
It is easy to see that condition (T2) in the above definition may be substituted by
(T~) DßI has a Jordan boundary.
Therefore, 1:1 is a tarne subtriangulation of itself.
We note that a set M C ~2 is simply connected if and only if it does not have
holes, where by hole of M we mean any bounded connected component of R2 \ AI.
If M is connected but has holes, then obviously every such hole is simply connected.
Lemma 2.6 Let 1:1' be a tame subtriangulation 0/1:1) with 1:1' i- 1:1. Then there exists
a vertex V E D \ DßI such that
(2.8) DßI n SI'( v) includes an edge e 0/ the triangulation) and,
(2.9) DßI U SI'( v) is simply conneeted.
Proof. Since 1:1is a regular triangulation and 1:1' is tame, it is easy to see that there
.exists at least one vertex VI E D \ DßI such that DßI n SI'( vd includes an edge of the
triangulation. If VI also satisfies (2.9), we set v = VI' Otherwise, DßI U SI'( VI) has a
hole HI with HI = Tl U ... U Tt-t, where Tj E 1:1\ 1:1', j = 1, ... , p. Then DßI n HI
evidently includes an edge e. Consider the tri angle Tj! C HI attached to this edge.
Since 1:1' is tarne, it follows from (Tl) and (T3) that the third vertex of Tj! cannot
be in Dß/. (Indeed, if all three vertices of Tj! were in DßI, then by (T3) also all three
edges of Tj! would be subsets of Dß/. Since DßI is simply connected by (Td, we
would have Tj! C DßI, a contradiction.) We denote by V2 the vertex of Tj! that does
not lie in Dß/. If V2 satisfies (2.9), we set V = V2. Otherwise, DßI U SI'(V2) has a hole
H2 C HI (see Fig. 2.4). Since Tj! C HI \ H2, we have H2 i- HI. Then we can find a
triangle Tj2 C H2 attached to a common edge of DßI and H2, and denote by V3 the
vertex of of Tj2 that does not lie in Dß/. If V3 satisfies (2.9), we set V = V3. Otherwise,
we proceed with this method and construct a sequence of vertices VI, V2, ... E D \ DßI
satisfying (2.8) such that DßI U SI'( Vj) has a hole Hj, j = 1,2, ... , with
Hj+I C Hj, Hj+I i- Hj, Vj+l E Hj \ Hj+l, j = 1,2, ....
Since there is only a finite number of vertices in HI, this process terminates after
finitely many steps, and we finally obtain a vertex Vk E Hk-I, k 2:: 1, such that
DßI U SI'( Vk) has no hole, which means that V = Vk satisfies (2.9) .•
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:.."f.
Fig. 2.4. Filling a hole: v = V3, Hl = Tl U ... T13, H2 = Ts U ... T13•
3 Interpolation by Cl Quartic Splines
We now construct a chain of subsets Di of D such that
and correspond to each Di a set of points £~4) C Di \ Di-l, i= 1, ... ,m.
For i= 1, we take .6.1= {Td, where Tl is an arbitrarily chosen "starting" triangle
in .6.with vertices vF), vi2) and vi3), and set
We choose £~4) to be an arbitrary set of 15 points lying on Tl and admissible for La-
grange interpolation from II4. For example, we can choose three vertices vF), vi2), vP)
of Tl, any three distinct points w~~],w~~],w~~]in the interior of the edge el,j, for each
j = 1,2,3, where el,j denotes the edge of Tl which is opposite to the vertex vij), and
any three noncollinear points zil), zi2), zP) in the interior of the triangle Tl.
Proceeding by induction, we take i 2:: 2 and suppose that .6.i-l has already been
defined and is a tarne subtriangulation of .6.,with Di-l := Dt>i_l being a proper subset
of D. In order to construct .6.i, we apply Lemma 2.6 to the subtriangulation .6.i-l and
choose a vertex Vi E D \ Dt-l such that Di-l n SI'( Vi) includes at least one edge and
Di-l U SI'( Vi) is simply connected. It follows that there exists a sequence of (different)
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vertices Vi,O, Vi,I,"" Vi,lJi' where Pi 2: 1, such that Vi,j-l and Vi,j are conneeted by an
edge ei,j of the triangulation, j = 1, ... ,pi, and Di-1 n SI'(Vi) = ei,1 U '" U ei,lJi'
Denoting by Ti,j the tri angle with vertices Vi, Vi,j-l and Vi,j, j = 1, ... ,Pi, we set
(see Fig. 3.1)
6.i := 6.i-1 U {1i,I' ... , Ti,IJJ and Di:= DÄi •
It is easy to check that 6.i satisfies (T d-(T 3), hence it is tarne. In order to define
.£~4), we need sorne fu~ther notation. Denote by ei,j the edge attached to Vi and
Vi,j, j = 0, ... , pi, i = 2, ... , m (see Fig. 3.2). For each i E {2, ... , m} we define
Ji C {O,... ,Pi} as follows:
{
ei,j is nondegenerate at Vi,j, and
(3.1) jE Ji if and only if if j E {O,Pi}, then, in addition,
Vi,j is sernisingular w.r.t. 6.i.
Moreover, for every i E {2, ... , m} we set
(3.2) (}.'= {I, if Vi is sernisingular w.r.t. 6.i, but nonsingular,
t • 0, otherwise.
(Thus, ()i = 1 if and only if Vi is sernisingular w.r.t. 6.i and either ei,O or ei,lJi IS
nondegenerate at Vi.)
Fig. 3.1. Construeting ßi.
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Fig. 3.2. ni \ ni-1 (J-li = 3).
We distinguish three cases.
Case 1: Bi = O.
Then £;4) c ni \ ni-1 consists of
(3.3) the vertex Vi,
(3.4) any point Wi,j in the interior of the edge ei,j, for each j E {O,... , J-li} \ Ji,
(3.5) two points w~,w~',different from (3.4) and lying in the interiors of two
noncollinear edges ei,jl and ei,jll respectively, for some j', j" E {O,... , J-li},
and
(3.6) any point Zi in the interior of a tri angle Ti,jlll, for some j'" E {I, ... , J-li}'
Case 2: Bi = 1 and there exists j* E {O,J-li} \ Ji, such that ei,j* is nondegenerate at
Vi.
Then £~4) c ni \ ni-1 consists of (3.3),
(3.7) any point Wi,j in the interior of the edge ei,j, for each j E {O,... , J-ld \
(Ji U {j*}),
(3.8) two points wi, wi', different from (3.7) and lying in the interiors of
two noncollinear edges ei,jl and ei,j" respectively, for some j', j" E
{O,... , J-li} \ {j*}, and
(3.9) any point Zi in the interior of a triangle Ti,jlll, for some j'" E {I, ... , J-li} \
{j*, j* + I}.
(It is easy to see that such j', j" and j'" exist.)
Case 3: Bi = 1 and ei,j is degenerate at Vi for every j E {O,J-li} \ Ji.
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a)
b)
c)
Fig. 3.3. Clüugh- Tücher split üf a tri angle in Case 3.
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In this case we slightly modify the triangulation .6. locally as follows. The first
possibility is to perform a Clough-Tocher split of the triangle t that lies outside ni
and shares the edge ei,a with Ti,1. Therefore, we adda new vertex Vi in the interior of
Ti and conneet Vi with three edges to each of the vertices of Ti (see Fig. 3.3). After
this modification vertex Vi is no longer semisingular w.r. t . .6.i, hence Bi = 0, and
we choose £;4) c ni \ ni-1 according to the rule described in Case 1. Furthermore,
we choose Vi+l := Vi .• It is easy to see that ni n SI'(Vi) includes an edge of the
triangulation, namely ei,a, and ni U SI'( Vi) is simply conneeted since ni-1 U SI'( Vi) is
simply conneeted. Therefore, .6.i+l defined by adding to .6.i the tri angle with vertices
Vi, Vi,a and Vi, is a tarne subtriangulation of.6.. Moreover, we have Bi+1 = O. Thus,
we choose £;~1 c ni+1\ ni according to Case 1. The second possibility is to shift the
vertex Vi so that Bi becomes O. Then we choose £;4) c ni \ ni-1 as in Case 1.
In both cases we denote the resulting modified triangulation by .6.*.
Theorem 3.1 The set of points £{4) := U::l £;4) described above is a Lagrange
interpolation set for SH.6.*). In particular, .6.* = .6. if Gase 3 does not occur.
The proof of Theorem 3.1 will be given in Seetion 5.
Remark 3.2 (i) For i = 2, ... ,m the choice of the interpolation points in £;4) c ni \
ni-1 is based on the following consideration. (For details see the proof in Seetion 5.)
Let s E Sl(.6.) vanish on ni-I' Since s is a G1-spline, certain derivatives of s along the
edges in ni \ ni-1 are implied to be zero, and certain sets of interpolation points can
be chosen on ni \ ni-I' Now, what conditions are implied depends on nondegenerate
edges and semisingular vertices in ni\ni-I. This leads to the definition of the sets Ji in
(3.1) and the indicator values Bi in (3.2). Roughly speaking, nondegenerate edges and
semisingular vertices in ni \ ni-1 reduce the number of interpolation points in £;4).
(ii) We had to split the case Bi = 1 into two subcases (Case 2 and Case 3) depending
on whether or not there exists j* E {O,J.Li} \ Ji, such that ei,j' is nondegenerate at
Vi. If Case 3 is given, then, as said above, the triangulation .6. has to be slightly
modified. This is necessary since inthis case a spline in Sl(.6.i-d that interpolates
at the points of the set U~:~£)4) cannot in general be extended to a spline in Sl(.6.i).
Remark 3.3 (i) We note that Case 3 is an exceptional case. It is easy to see that it
may occur only in the following three specific situations:
• Vi is semisingular of type I w.r.t . .6.i, and both Vi,a, Vi,iJi are semisingular w.r.t .
.6.i, see Fig. 3.3, a),
• Vi is semisingular of type I w.r. t. .6.i, one of two vertices Vi,j, j = 0, J.Li, is
semisingular w.r.t . .6.i, and the other one is such that ei,j is degenerate at Vi,
see Fig. 3.3, b), or
• Vi is semisingular of type II w.r.t . .6.i, and both Vi,a, Vi,iJi are semisingular w.r.t.
, .6.i, see Fig. 3.3, c).
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(ii) In particular, the occurrenceof Case 3 requires that ~ should include subtrian-
gulations shown in Fig.3.4, where a vertex is conneeted with five or four collinear
vertices. Therefore, no modificationof ~ is needed. if each vertex is connected with
at most three collinear vertices. In particular, this last condition is satisfied for any
triangulation obtained from an arbitrary convex quadrangulationby inserting one or
two diagonals of each quadrilateral.
(iii) We also note that.our method works without modifying ~ if the total number
of edges attached to Vi is odd. Then £~4) consists of (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5) in Case3.
a) b)
Fig. 3.4. Subtriangulations in Case 3.
Remark 3.4 (Hermite interpolation.) It is easy to see from the proof of Theorem 3.1,
that Lagrange interpolation of 1at some points of the above scheme can be replaced
by interpolation of appropriate first or second partial derivatives of 1provided that
such derivatives exist. Namely, instead of interpolating funetion values at the points
(1) (3) . 1 2 3 . h
W1,j,W1,j' J = , , , one can reqmret at
Os ( (j)) _ 01(. (j))
OX V1 - OX V1 ,
OS( (j))_01( (j)) .oy V1 - oy V1 , j = 1,2,3.
For each j = 1,2,3, interpolation of 1at w~~]can be replaced by the interpolation
of second e1,j-derivative of 1at any of two vertices of e1,j, and interpolation of 1at
zij) can be replaced by the interpolation of cross derivative of 1at vij). For each
i = 2, ... ,m, interpolation of 1at w~,w~'can be replaced by the conditions
Os 01oy (Vi) = oy (Vi) ,
interpolation of 1at Wi,j can be replaced by
02S 021
~'2 (Vi) = ~'2 (Vi),ueiJ ueiJ
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and interpolation of f at Zi can be replaced by
Particularly, our Hermite interpolation scheme includes the function and gradient
values at all vertices of.the triangulation.
Fig. 3.5. Location of Lagrange interpolation points for SH.6.).
(Numbers and bold faced lines show the construetion of {.6.i}~I')
Remark 3.5 The computation of interpolating spline s E SH.6.) according to our
scheme is easy to perform step by step, by construeting slni\ni_l after slni_l \ni-2'
This can always be done by solving smaH systems of linear equations. In general,
there exist much freedom in choosing the starting tri angle Tl as weH as the vertices
Vi, i = 2, ... ,m, when construeting the chain of subtriangulations .6.iwith required
properties. Therefore, in praetice it is advantageous to take into account the special
strueture of the triangulation if it is known. For example, for three- and four-direetion
meshes our method leads to the interpolationschemes developed by Nürnberger [18]
and Nürnberger & Walz [22]' respeetively. These schemes possess (nearly) optimal
approximation order. (See also the numerical examples in [18] and [22].) In addition,
our numerical experiments with Franke's test funetion on general classes of triangu-
lations by using up to 40000 interpolation conditions show that for S: (.6.), q 2: 4, our
methods also yield (nearly) optimal approximation order (see, e.g., [10]). So far our
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numerical tests show that it is suitable to choosesome of the Lagrange interpolation
points near the vertices of 6. .. If data are only given at the vertices, we approxima-
tively compute the interpolation conditions needed for our algorithm by using local
methods.
4 Interpolation by Cl Splines of Degree q> 5
We construct achain of subsets Di of D such that
o = Do C D1 C D2 C ... c Dm = D ,
as in Section 3 and assign to each Di a set of points £;q) c Di \ Di-1, i = 1, ... ,m, as
follows. (In the case q 2: 5 no modification of the given triangulation 6. is necessary.)
We choose £iq) to be an arbitrary set of dq points lying on Tl and admissiblefor
Lagrange interpolation from IIq. In order to define £;q), i 2: 2, we distinguish two
cases.
Case 1: Bi = O.
Then £;q) c Di \ Di-1 consists of
(4.1)
(4.2)
(4.3)
(4.4)
(4.5)
(4.6)
the vertex Vi,
any q - 3 distinct points wt~,... ,W;:j-3) in the interior of the edge ei,j,
for each j E {O, ... ,Pi} \ Ji,
any q - 4 distinct points w;,~,... ,w;J-4) in the interior of the edge ei,j,
for each j E Ji,
two points w~,w?, different from (4.2) and (4.3) and lying in the interiors
of two noncollinear edges ei,j' and ei,jJJ respectively, for some j', j" E
{O, ... ,Pi},
d d" . (1) (dq 4) I' . h' . f. • Iany q-4 lStlllct pOints z .. JJ/, ••• , z .. ,;; YlllgIII t e llltenor 0 a tnang e',J ',J
Ti,j'JJ, for some jlll E {1, ... ,Pi}, and admissible for Lagrange interpola-
tion from IIq-4, and
d d" . (1) (dq-s) I' . h' . f Tany q-5 lStlllct POllltS Zi,j"'" Zi,j Ylllg III t e llltenor 0 i,j
and admissible for Lagrange interpolation from IIq-5, for each j E
{1, ... ,Pi} \ {jIII}.
Case 2: Bi = 1. (Hence, there exists j* E {O, Pi}, such that ei,j* is nondegenerate at
Vi. )
Then £;q) c Di \ Di-1 consists of (4.1),
(4.7) any q - 3 distinct'points w;,~,... ,W;J-3) in the interior of the edge ei,j,
for each j E {O, ... , Pi} \ (Ji U {j*}),
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(4.8) any q - 4 distinet points w~,~,... ,W~J-4) in. the interior of the edge ei,j,
for each j E Ji \ {j*},
(4 9) . .d.i' . (1) (q-,,). th . t . . f. h . d A. any q - K, stmct pomts Wi,j" ... , Wi,j' m e m enor 0 .tee ge ei,j',
where K, = 5 if j* E Ji, and K, = 4 if j* 1:. Ji,
(4.10) two points w:,w:', different from (4.7), (4.8) and (4.9) and lying in the
interiors of tvv't> noncollinear edges ei,j' and ei,j" respeetively, for some
" '" {O } \ { '*}J , JE, ... , f.1i J,
() d d" . (1) (dq-4) l' . th' . f t' 14.11 any q-4 1stmctpomts Zi,j""'" ,Zi,j'" ymg m e mtenor 0 a nang e
Ti,j"', for somej''' E {I, ... ,f.1i}\{j*, j*+l}, and admissiblefor Lagrange
interpolation from TIq-4, and
() d d" . (1) (dq_s) l' . h .. t' f T4.12 any q-5 1stmct pomts Zi,j"'" Zi,j ymg m t e m enor 0 i,j
and admissible for. Lagrange interpolation from. TIq-5, for each j E
{1, ... , f.1i} \ {j"'}.
Theorem 4.1 The set of points £(q) .- U::1 £~q) described above 1,8 a Lagrange
interpolation set for S~(ß)} q ~ 5.
Remark 4.2 In contrast to the algorithm of Seetion 3, we do not need to split the
case Bi = 1 into subcases. The reason is that even if ei,j is degenerate at Vi for every
j E {O,f.1i} \ Ji, we can choose j* E {O,f.1i} n Ji such that ei,j' is nondegenerate at
Vi, which, by (4.9), simply reduces to q - 5 the number of interpolation points to be
taken in the interior of the edge ei,j" Therefore, q - 5 must be nonnegative, which
shows that this scheme is not applicable to Sl (ß).
Remark 4.3 As in the case q = 4, the above Lagrange interpolation scheme can
be transformed into an appropriate Hermite interpolation scheme for S~(ß), q ~ 5
(cp. Remark 3.4) .. Moreover, Remark 3.5 ab out computation and approximation
order of our interpolation method remains true in the case q ~ 5.
The following result on the dimension of S~(ß), q ~ 5, restrieted to a tarne
subtriangulation is a consequence of Theorem 4.1.
Corollary 4.4 Let ß' be a tame sub triangulation of ß. Then
(4.13)
where a-(ß') denotes the number of semisingular vertices w.r.t. ß' which are nonsin-
gular.
The proofs of TheoremA.1 and Corollary 4.4 will be given in Seetion 5.
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5 Proofs
We prove Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 4.1 simultaneously and divide the proof into a
series of lemmas.
First, we describe some relations between second derivatives of a Cl-spline on
adjacent triangles. Note that (5.1) was given in [15]..
Lemma 5.1 Let s E S~(.6.)) q ~ 2. Suppose that e', e) elf are three eonseeutive edges
attaehed to avertex v. Denote by B' and B" the angles between e and e' and between
e and elf respeetively. Then
(5.1) • ({JI {J") f)2 S () . "f)2 S () . [jl f)2 S ( )sm u + u >:l 2 V = smB ~ v + smu ~ v .ue ueue' ueue"
(5.2)
If, in addition) e' is degenerate at v and e* denotes the edge attaehed to v whieh is
opposite to e (see Fig. 5.1)) then'
. (' {J") f)2 S ( ) ." f)2 S () . [jl f)2 S ( )sm B + u >:l 2 V = - sm B f) f) v + sm u ~ v .ue e* e' ueue"
Finally) if e* is also degenerate at v) then
(5.3) . (' ") f)2 S () . " f)2 S () . {JI f)2 S ( )sm B + B >:l 2 V = sm B f) f) v + sm u ~ v ,ue e* e** ueue"
where e** is the edge attaehed to v and opposite to e'.
Fig. 5.1.
Proof. Denote by r, r', r", r* and r** the unit vectors emerging from v in directions
of e, e', e", e* and e** respectively, and by T', T", T* and T** the triangles formed
by vertex v and pairs of edges e, e'; e, elf; e*, e' and e*, e** respectively. Since
. ([jl {J") I' {J" ". [jlr Sln u + u = r Slnu + r Slnu ,
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we have
. (e' e") [)f () . e" [)f () . e' [)f ( )sm + ~v=sm ~v+sm ~v,
ur ur' ur"
for any differentiable at vfunction f. Therefore, by (2.5)-(2.7),
. (e' ') [)28 ( )sm + e [)e2 v sin( e' + e") [)2~~;,)(v)
[)2(8 ) [)2(8 ). e" IT' () . e' IT" ( )sm 8 8 v + sm 8 8 vr r' r r"
. ,,[)2 8 () . , 82(8) ( )sme ~v +sme~v,
ueue' ueue"
so that (5.1) holds. Furthermore, since r* = -r, we have
so that (5.2) follows from (5.1). Similarly, since r**= -r',
and (5.3) follows from (5.2). •
For any finite-dimensional linear space U of real-valued functions defined on a set
i1, let uln' denote the restriction of U E U to a subset i1' of i1. We set
UIn' := {uln' : U E U} ,
Uji1':= {u EU: uln' = O}.
Suppose that a set of points £(q) c i1, q ~ 4, has been constructed according to
the algorithm of Section 3 or 4. For q = 4 we may assume that Case 3 of the algorithm
never occurs. Indeed, let ß* be the triangulation obtained from ß by splitting some
triangles Ti, respectively by shifting some vertices Vi, as described in Section 3. Then
it is easy to see that £i are chosen in the same way as if the algorithm were applied
to ß * instead of ß. (In fact, a difference could appear only if we split a triangle
'i'; attached to the edge ei,O such that Vi,O is semisingular with respect to ßi-1. But
then ei,O is degenerate at Vi,O, hence 0 1. Ji and ei,O is nondegenerate at Vi, which
never happens in Case 3. Therefore, we never split such a triangle.) Moreover, for
ß* furt her modification is not needed since Case 3 does not occur. Thus, in the
following we assume that Case 3 never occurs for ß.
Consider the spaces
(5.4)
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i = 1, ... ,m.
Since 6.0 = 0 and 6.1 consists of a single tri angle Tl, it is obvious that
(5.5)
For i ~2,
(5.6) S(q) - 0i In. = "."'£,-1
Lemma 5.2 Every spline s E sfq), i ~2, satisfies the following two conditions:
(5.7)
and
(5.8)
OS os
s(z) = -(z) = -(z) = 0, z E ei,l U 0.0 U ei,~i'
OX oy
Proof: Givenany spline s Esfq), it follows from(5.6) that s satisfies (5.7). Making
use of Lemma 5.1, we now prove that (5.8) also holds. First consider the case j E
Ji n {1, ... ,!Ji -1}. By (5.7), we have
Then, by (5.1), with e = ei,j, e' = ei,j and e" = ei,jH,
o (B' ") 0
2
s ( ) . B" 0
2
S ( ) . B' 0
2
S ( )sm +B ~A2 Vi,j = sm OA. '0 . ' Vi,] +sm OA,.O ' Vi,j = 00uei,j e.,] e.,] e.,] e.,]+l
Since ei,j is nondegenerate at Vi,j, we have sin(B' + B") =f 0, which ensures (508). Let
now j E Ji n {O,!Ji}, say j = O. By the definition of Ji, the vertex Vi,O is semisingular
wor.to 6.io If it is semisingular oftype I, then there exist two edges el, e* attached to
Vi,O such that e' is degenerate and lies outside ni, and e* is opposite to ei,O and lies
on the boundary of ni-I' Since Sln
i
_
1
== 0, we have
Therefore, by (5.2),
02 s sin B" 02 s sin B' 02 s
~A2 (Vi,O)=-. (B'+B")o*O,(Vi,O)+ . (B'+B")OA. 0 ' (Vi,O) =0,uei,o Sln e e Sln e.,O e.,l
and (508) holds. If now Vi,O is semisingular of type II, then there exist three edges
e', e*, e** attached to Vi,O such that e' and e* are degenerate and lie outside ni, e*
18
is opposite to ei,O and e** is opposite to e' and lies on the boundary of ni-I' Since
sin. = 0, we have
.-1
02S 02S
-0-' -0--( Vi,O) = 0 *0 **( Vi,O) = O.ei,O ei,I e e
Therefore, by (5.3), .
02 s sin f)" 02 s sin f)' 02 S
oe2 (Vi,O) = sin( f)' + f)1I) oe*oe*J Vi,O) + sin( f)' + f)1I) oe. oe. (Vi,O) = 0,
',0 ',0 ',1
which completes the proof of the lemma .•
Lemma 5.3 Let T be a tri angle with vertices V(I)) v(2) and V(3). Denote by ej the
edge 0/ T opposite to v(j)) j = 1,2,3. Suppose that p E II4 satisfies the /ollowing
conditions
p( Z ) 0 , z E ei U e2 U e3 ,
02p (v(2)) = 02p (v(3)) = 0
oe30eI oe2oei '
and either
02p (V(I)) = 0 ,
oe30e2
or there exists a point z' in the interior 0/ T) such that
p(z') = O.
Then p is the zero /unction.
Proof. First we show that
(5.9)
op
-0 (z) = 0, z E eI.
e2
Indeed, j5 := (t;;-) leI is a univariate polynomial of degree 3, such that
j5(V(3)) = j5'(v(3)) = j5(v(2)) = O.
Moreover j5'(V(2)) = ~(V(2)) is a linear combination of ~(V(2)) and ~(V(2))
, 8e18e2 8e18eg 8et'
bothbeing zero. Hence j5'( V(2)) = 0, which proves (5.9).
For each j = 1,2,3, let
lj(z) = 0
be the equation of the straight line containing the edge ej. Since p( z) = 0 for all
z E ei U e2 U e3, and (5.9)holds, it follows that
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where.x is areal constant. (See, for example, [3, p. 42].)
It is easy to see that either. of the two conditions
implies
.x = 0,
which completes the proof of the lemma .•
Lemma 5.4 For each i = 1, ... ,m, £~q) is a total set with respect to S}q).
Proof. We first consider the case q = 4 in details. For i = 1 the assertion follows
from the fact that £i4) is admissible for Lagrange interpolation from II4• Let i ~2.
Since Bi E {0,1}, we have twocases.
Case 1: Bi = O.
Let s E S}4), and
(5.10) S(Vi) = s(wD = s(wn = S(Zi) = 0,
S(Wi,j) = 0 for all jE {O, ... ,fJi} \ Ji ,
where the points Vi, wL wi', Zi and Wi,j are chosen according to (3.3)-(3.6). We have
to show that
Pj := sIT' . == 0, j = 1, ... , fJi .
',J
To this end we will check that the assumptions of Lemma 5.3 are satisfied for each
Pj on the corresponding triangle Ti,j'
By Lemma 5.2, the spline S satisfies (5.7) and (5.8). It follows from (5.7) that
Pj(Z) 0, ZEei,j, j=l, ... ,fJi,
[PPj (Pp]
f:) f:)A (Vi,j-d=f:) f:)A (Vi,j) =0, j=l,"',fJi.ei,j ei,j-l ei,] ei,]
Moreover, pj := sie .. is a univariate polynomial of degree 4 such that, by (5.7) and
',J
(5.8),
Pj(Vi,j) = pj(Vi,j) = 0, j = 0, ... , fJi,
p'j(Vi,j) = 0, j E Ji,
and, by (5.10),
Pj(Wi,j) = 0, j E {O, , fJi}\ Ji,
Pj( Vi) = 0, j = 0, , fJi ,
Pj!( wD = Pjll( wi') = 0,
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from which it immediately föllows that Pi'
differentiable at Vi, we have
o and Pj" O. Then, smce s IS
f)s f)s .
-(Vi) = -(vd= 0,
f)x f)y
and, hence,
pj( Vi) = 0, j = 0, ,/.Li.
Therefore, it follows that Pj = 0 for all j = 0, , /.Li. Going back to the bivariate
polynomials Pj, we have
Pj(Z)_O, ZEei,j-lUei,j, j=l, ... ,/.Li'
Since Pj1"(Zi) = 0, it follows from Lemma 5.3 that
Pj'" - O.
Lemma 5.3 can also be applied to theother polynomialspj if we show that
(5.11)
f)2pJ.----() 0 . 1 ). -'- )'/11 •
f) A f) A Vi = , ) = , ... , /.Li , rei,j-l ei,j
It foll~ws from (5.1) that for j = 1, ... ,/.Li -1,
. f)2 s . f)2pj ( . f)2pj+1 ( )
sm(BJ+Bj+df)A2 (vd=smBj+1f)A f)A vi)+smBjf)A f)A Vi,
e',J ei,j ei,j-l ei,j ei,j+!
where Bj is the angle between ei,j and ei,j-l' Since s(z) = 0 for all Z E ei,j, we have
f)2 S
f)e2 (Vi) = 0, j = 0, ... , /.Li.
',J
Then it follows from the above equations that
__ 1_ f)2P2 (v.)
sin B2 f)ei,1 f)ei,2 •
... = (_1)lli-1 . 1 f)2Plli (.)
II f)A f)A V,.
Sln f7lli ei,lli-l ei,lli
However, we have already proved that Pj'" - 0, hence
and (5.11) follows.
Case 2: Bi = 1.
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(5.12)
Then there exists j* E {O, pil, for which ei,j. is nondegenerate at Vi. Moreover, by
construetion, we may assume:that j* i: Ji. Therefore, .c~4) is defined by (3.3), (3.7),
(3.8) and (3.9). Suppose 8 E:sf4) satisfies
8(Vi)'=8(wD = 8(Wn = 8(Zi) = 0,
8(Wi,j) =0, forall jE{O, ... ,Pi}\Ji, j=J.j* ..
If we show that
(5.13)
(5.14)
then the proof will proceed exaetly as in Case 1, except that (5.13) will be used
instead of 8(Wi,j.) = O. In order to prove (5.13), we first deduce from (5.1) that
828
sin( Bj +Bj+r) 8e~ ( Vi) =
t,J
828 828
sinBj+I8A 8A (vi)+sinBj8A 8A (Vi), j=1,"',Pi-1.ei,j ei,j-l ei,j ei,j+I
Moreover, since Bi = 1, Vi is semisingular with respect to ßi. If it is semisingular of
type I, then, by (5.1), we get
. (B B') 828 () . B' 828 () . B 8
28
( )sm 1 + !:)A2 Vi = sm !:)A !:)A Vi + sm I!:)A !:)AVi ,ue; 0 Uei OUei 1 uei oue'
., ' l ,
where e' is the edge attached to Vi such that e' does not lie in ni, and B' is the angle
between 1\0 and e'. Therefore,
(5.15)
(5.16)
Similarly, if Vi is semisingular of type II w.r.t. ni, then, by (5.1) and (5.3), we have
sin(BI + B') 828 (v.) _ sin(B' + BJJ;) 825 ( .) =
sin B' sin BI 8e:,0 t sin B' sin BJJi 8e:,JJi Vt
1 828 1 828
-. -B 8 A 8A (Vi) - . B 8 A 8 A (Vi) ,sIn 1 ei,O ei,I SIn JJi ei,JJi ei,JJi_l
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where f)' is the angle between ei,O and the edge e' attached to Vi such that e' does
not lie in ni and is not opposite to ei,O' On the other hand, it follows from (5.7),
(5.8) and (5.12) that
s(z) 0, z Eei,j , for each j E {O, ... , !li} \ {j*} ,
s(z) = 0, z E Ti,j""
Therefore, we have
ß2s
ß
A2 (Vi) = 0, for all jE {O, ... ,!li} \ {j*},
ei,j
which, together with (5.14)-(5.16), imply (5.13).
For q 2: 5 the proof is similar. For example, in Case 2 the assumption. that
s E s;q) satisfies s(z) =0 for all points z listed in (4.1),. (4.7)-(4.12) implies, in view
of Lemma 5.2, that
s(z) = ~;(z) = ~;(z) = 0, z E ei,l U ... U ei,J.li'
s(z)=O, ZEei,j, foreach jE{O'''',!li}\{j*},
s( Vi) = a:'s., (Vi) = s( Vi,j') = a:'s, (Vi,j') = 0,
',J ',J
s(w},~,) = ... = s(W}J~It)) = 0, /'i, E {4, 5}, :e2{ (Vi,j') = 0 if /'i, = 5 ,
',J
s(z;,~) = ... = s(Z;~q-5)) = 0, for each j E {1, ... , !li} \ {j"'} ,
S(Z~ll",) = ... = s()d;;;-4)) = O.
tJ tJ
Therefore,
where lj(z) = 0, j = 1,2,3 are the equations of the straight lines containing ei,j/ll,
ei,j/ll and ei,j/ll-1, respectively, and p(z) is a polynomial in IIq-4. Then we have
( (1) ) _ _ ( (dq-4)) - 0P Z .. /II -'" - p z .. ", -tJ tJ'
and, hence, p(z) = O. Thus, we get
s(z) == 0, z E Ti,j''',
which, in view of (5.14)-(5.16), implies
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Therefore,
s(z)=O, ZEei,j*,
and, by induction, starting from Ti,j"l, we show that
Sir- . (z) - 0, for all j = 0, ... , j.1i. •
',J
Lemma 5.5 £(q) = Utl£~q)is a total set with respeet to S~(6.).
Proof. Suppose that s E S~(6.) vanishes at all points z E £(q). Then s(z) = 0 for all
z E £iq), and by Lemma 5.4, we get sln
1
= O. We proceed by induction on i. Assurne
that for some i E {2, ... ,m},
sir>. = O.",-I
Then, by the de£nitionofS~q), we have sb; E s~q). Since s(z) = 0 for all z E £~q), it
follows from Lemma 5.4 that
sln; O.
Since Dm = D, the assertion follows.•
Since every total set of points whose cardinality coincides with the dimension
of the space is a Lagrange interpolation set, both Theorems 3.1 and 4.1 will be
established if we prove that
(5.17)
To this end we need the following lemma.
Lemma 5.6 The following inequality holds
m m
(5.18) L card Ji 2 VI - (T - L f)i .
i=2 i=2
Proof. Since 2:::2 f)i is exactly the number of nonsingular interior vertices Vi, for
which f)i = 1, it suffices to prove that all other nonsingular interior vertices belong to
the set
m
UJi,
i=2
where
Ji := {Vi,j : j E Ji} , i = 2, ... , m.
Indeed, then the total number of nonsingular interior vertices of 6., i.e., VI - (T, does
not exceed
c•• cl (Q:h) + tu, st c•• clJ,+ tu"
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and (5.18) follows. Let v be a nonsingular interior vertex of 6. such that either v
belongs to the starting tri angle Tl or v = Vi für some i 2:: 2, with Bi = O. Consider the
set of all vertices lying on SI'( v) and assume that there are at least three of them that
do not belong to Tl (the cases when there are only one or two vertices in SI' (v ) \ Tl
can be treated in the sarne way). Let v', v", VIII E SI'( v) be such that v' = ViI, v" = Vi"
and VIII = Villl, with i' > i" > illl, and any other vertex v* E SI'( v) either belongs to
Tl or v* = Vi. with 2 5i* < illl. Thus, VIII, v" and v' were added the latest arnong all
the vertices lying on SI'( v), when the construction of the chain of subtriangulations
6.i was being performed. It is clear that v =I v' since otherwise 'oil-l would include
all vertices of SI'( v) except v itself which is not possible for a tame subtriangulation.
If now the edge e' between vand v' is nondegenerate at v, then v E Jil. Suppose that
e' is degenerate at v. Then we consider v". If v" = v, then v = Vi is semisingular of
type I W.r.t. 'oi and Bi = 1incontrast to our assumption. Therefore v" =I v. Since
'oi"-1 is tame, v, v' and v" must share a triangle. (See Fig. 5.2, a).) If the edge e"
between v and v" is nondegenerate at v, then v E Ji" because v is semisingular of
type I w~r.t. ,oi". Suppose e" is degenerate at. v. Then we consider VIII, If VIII = v,
then v = Vi would be semisingularof type 11W.r.t .. 'oi and Bi = 1. Therefore VIII =I.v.
Since ,Oilll-l is tarne, VIII and v must share a triangle either with v' or with v". (See
Fig. 5.2, b).) In both cases the edge elll between v and VIII is nondegenerate at v
for otherwise v would be singular. Then v is semisingular of type II w.r.t. ,Oilll and
v E Jilll. Thus, in either case v E U::2 Ji, which completes the proof of the lemma .
•
V"'
VI
a)
VI
b)
Fig. 5.2. Vertex v belongs to Ji" or Jilll.
It is easy to see that
(5.19) {
d'carddq) = q,
, dq-4l1i + 2q - 3 - Bi - card Ji ,
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if i = 1,
if i = 2, ... ,m .
By the construction of {.6.i}~l'
VI + VB - 2,
N-l.
Therefore, by (5.19), (2.2), Lemma 5.6 and (2.3),
m m
card £(q) = L card £~q) = dq + L (dq-4j.ti + 2q - 3 - (Ji - card Ji)
i=l i=2
m
dq + dq_4(N - 1) + (2q - 3)(VI + VB - 3) - L((Ji + card Ji)
i=2
m
dq+ dq-2EI - (dq - ddVI + VI - I)(Ji + card Ji)
i=2
This implies thatcard £(q) = dirn S~(.6.) sincethe cardinality of a .totaLsetcannever.
be less than dimension, which shows (5.17) and completes the proof of Theorems 3.1
and 4.1.
Proof of Corollary 4.4. We first show that for all q ~ 5,
(5.20) dimS}q) = card£~q), i = 1, ... ,m.
Indeed, by Lemma 5.4 £~q) is a total set w.r.t. Si(q), which implies
dirn S}q) :::;card £~q) .
On the other hand, S}q) = (S~(.6.)/ni-dlni (see (5.4)). Then by Theorem 4.1,
m
LdimS}q)
i=l
mL (dimS~(.6.)/ni-l - dimS~(.6.)/ni)
i=l
m
dirn S~(.6.)=L card £~q) ,
i=l
which can only be true if (5.20) holds.
Let now .6.' be an arbitrary tarne sub triangulation of .6.. It is easy to see that the
chain of subsets ni C n, i = 1, ... ,m, as in Section 3, can be chosen in such a way
that
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where m' + 2 is the number ofvertices in /).'. Then
m'L dimS}q)
i=l
m'L (dimS:(/).)jni-1- dirn S: (/).)jni)
i=l
dimS:(/)') - dimS:(/).)jnml = dimS:(/).)Ir, .
Ha'
Therefore, in view of (5.20), (5.19) and (2.2),
m' m'
dirn S:(/).)Inal = L card £~q) = dq +L( dq-4lti + 2q - 3 - Bi - card Ji)
i=l i=2
m'
dq + dq_2E~ - (dq - d1)Vj + Vj - L(Bi + cardJi),
i=2
where E~ and Vj denote the number of interior edges and verticesof-/)." respeetively:
On the other hand, as in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we have
m'
dimS:(/)") =dq + dq_2E~ - (dq - d1)Vj + Vi - L(B~ +cardJf),
i=2
where J[ and B~ are den.ned by (3.1) and (3.2), respeetively, in regard to /).' instead
of /).. Thus, it remains to show that
m' m'
(5.21) L (Bi + card Ji) = L (B~+ card Ji) + &( /).') .
i=2 i=2
To this end we consider the following sets of vertices of /).':
V .- {Vi: 2 ~ i ~m' and Bi = 1} ,
V' .- {Vi: 2 ~ i ~m' and B~= 1} ,
Ji .- {Vi,j: j E Ji} , i =_ 2, , m' ,
J/ '- {Vi,j: j E Ja, i = 2, , m' .
It is easy to check that V' c V and .:1;' c Ji, i = 2, ,m'. Moreover, the sets
V \ V' , Ji \ .:1;', i = 2, , m' ,
,
are pairwise disjoint, and (V\ V') uU::2(Ji \.:1;') coincides with the set of all semisin-
gular vertices w.r.t. /).' which are nonsingular. Therefore,
m' m' m'L(Bi + card Ji) - L(B~+ card JI) = card V \ V' +L card Ji \ .:1;'
i=2 i=2 i=2
= c<lId (V \ V') U Q(Ji \ J:l) = <3-(1','),
27
and (5.21) is proved. •
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